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GRADUATE REFLECTION CHOICE BOARD
Your Reflection must :
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate graduate level understanding of the material.
Include evidence of reading/ exploring resources by including specific citations of
text/resources
Demonstrate a synthesis of ideas (NOT a source by source summary)
o Include specific references to text AND at least one other source.
When applicable, apply new knowledge to current situation (What does this information
mean for you and your students?)

Standard Written Reflection

Individual Video Reflection

Discussion Video

Write a 2-3 page response in
Word using APA format.
First person may be used, but
citations should be made to
text and other resources.
Submission can be informal,
but should be checked for
grammar and spelling errors.
Include Reference page.

Use Screencastomatic to
create a video of yourself
reflecting on the topic and
guiding questions. The video
can be no more than 15 min.

Have a small group meeting
on Zoom or similar interface.
Reflect on the week’s topics
and guiding questions.
Record the meeting. No more
than 20 min.

Audio Reflection

Your Choice

Record yourself reflecting on
the week’s topic and guiding
questions. Save as an mp3.

Submit a Word Doc in Canvas.
Include References and a link to the
video.

Each group member must submit a
Word Doc in Canvas. Include
References and a link to the video.

Visual Reflection

Have an idea of your own?
Use these examples as a
guide. Please get your idea
approved BEFORE
completion.

Create a one-page visual
reflection. Use whatever
diagram format fits best.
Example: Venn Diagram,
Table, Flow Chart, etc.

Include References.

Include References.

Opinion/ Letter to the Editor

Your Own Question

Use PowerPoint, Prezi or
similar platform to create a
brief stand-alone presentation
about the topic. It can but
does not have to be narrated.
This might be something you
would share with
colleagues/PLC.

Voice your opinion about
what you’ve learned. Write a
mock letter about the topic. It
can be a Letter to the Editor,
administrator, politician, etc.

Include References.

Include References.

What question/s arose as you
read/explored? Start doing
some initial research to
answer those questions.
Submit in a Word document
with a narrative and
embedded links. The
submission should be 2-3
pages.

Submit a Word Doc in Canvas.
Include References and a link to the
clip.

Short Presentation

Include References.

